Atomic resolution ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscopy of epitaxial diamond (100) films
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We report atomic resolution images of chemical vapor deposition grown epitaxial diamond (100) films obtained in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) with a scanning tunneling microscope. A (2×1) dimer surface reconstruction and amorphous atomic regions are observed. The (2×1) unit cell is measured to be 0.51±0.01×0.25±0.01 nm2. The amorphous regions are identified as amorphous carbon. A radial structure 1.5 nm in diameter is observed on a plane at a 20° slope to the (2×1) surface. Tunneling current versus voltage spectra in UHV and Raman spectra are also obtained. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.

Diamond films grown using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) have a great number of applications from cutting instruments to electronic components. Large single crystals of diamond would have applications in optical windows, electro-optical components, and integrated circuits. Currently, growth of large crystals using CVD has proven to be difficult.1 Understanding the CVD diamond growth process at the atomic level is crucial in successfully producing large crystals in high volume. A basic assumption concerning the CVD diamond growth process is that it involves the formation of amorphous carbon and other carbon complexes on the growth surface.2–4 Recently, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in UHV has been used to observe parallel lines at equal distance along two orthogonal directions on a CVD grown diamond (100) surface known by using electron diffraction techniques to have a (2×1) reconstruction.5 STM in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) has been ideal for studying the growth process at the atomic level of Si, Ge, and GaAs.6 STM in UHV has many advantages over STM in air such as surface cleanliness and the possibility of the use of etched tungsten tips that result in sharper images. Tunneling current versus voltage (I–V) spectroscopy using STM is also more reliable in UHV.6 In this letter, we report, for the first time, UHV STM studies of CVD grown epitaxial diamond (100) films. We directly observe a (2×1) surface reconstruction due to dimerization, and measure the (2×1) unit cell to be 0.51±0.01×0.25±0.01 nm2. Moreover, we report the observation of amorphous atomic regions on the (2×1) reconstructed surface. The amorphous regions consist of linear structures surrounded by particles without any order. These regions resemble sp2 and sp3 bonded carbon in amorphous carbon reported by Cho et al.7 using STM in air. I–V spectra obtained in UHV show that the surface of the film is p-type and has an electronic state 0.52 eV above the Fermi level.

The epitaxial film was grown on a polished 0.25×1.5×1.5 mm3 (100) type 2b high-pressure, high-temperature (HPHT) grown diamond substrate purchased from Harris Corporation. The substrate was cleaned ultrasonically in acetone, and then in a mixture of HCl and HNO3 (1:3), and rinsed in triple distilled water. Using a hot-tungsten filament CVD reactor, a conducting diamond film 1–2 μm thick was deposited on the substrate surface. The reactor is coupled to the UHV STM chamber via an all-metal through valve, and the samples are transferred from the reactor to the UHV STM chamber without contamination by exposure to air.8 The thin diamond film was deposited for 120 minutes with a substrate temperature of 850 °C at a pressure of 30 Torr using hydrogen and methane with flow rates of 200 and 1 sccm, respectively. The tungsten filament temperature was 2200 °C. The growth experiment was terminated by first shutting off only the methane flow and maintaining the sample, filament, and H2 settings for 2 minutes. The filament was then turned off followed by the sample heater and then the H2 flow being turned off. The images were obtained in UHV at a pressure of 1.0×10−10 Torr using an Aris 5000 UHV compatible STM from Burrell Instruments. The STM probe was constructed of 20 mil tungsten wire and was electrochemically etched in a KOH solution.9 Tunneling currents of 2.8 nA with a sample bias of −800 mV were used to obtain atomic resolution. I–V spectroscopy in UHV was obtained using the same image scan parameters (current and sample bias) stated previously.

Figure 1(a) shows a UHV STM image of the diamond (100) epitaxial film having a (2×1) dimer reconstruction of the surface. Steps are observed consisting of atomic planes with dimer rows rotated in the xy-plane 90° relative to the dimer rows in the upper or lower atomic planes. Images of the diamond surface on an atomic scale in UHV were easily reproducible. A dimer-type reconstruction has been hypothesized for the diamond (100) (2×1) surface, but the dimers have not been directly observed previously.5 In the present experiments, the spacings between dimers within a row were measured at higher resolution, as shown in Fig. 1(b), thus directly confirming the dimerization of the (2×1) surface. From Fig. 1(b), the (2×1) unit cell is measured to be 0.51±0.01×0.25±0.01 nm2, in agreement with the diamond (100) (1×1) lattice constant of 0.252 nm. The step heights in Fig. 1(a) are measured to be 0.10±0.01 nm, in agreement with the reported spacing between diamond (100) planes of 0.089 nm. In Fig. 1(a), particles grouped together in clusters with little or no apparent order are observed at the edges of the steps on the right-hand side of the figure. Other regions of the film showed ordered linear chains of particles with
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disordered groups of particles, as shown in Fig. 2(a). These structures are similar to those reported in amorphous carbon by Cho et al.\textsuperscript{7} using STM in air. The lattice spacings of the linear chains in Fig. 2(a) are measured to be 0.35±0.01 nm and 0.26±0.01 nm along the long and short axis, respectively. These measurements are in excellent agreement with the spacings of 0.35±0.01 nm and 0.28±0.01 nm reported for the linear chains in amorphous carbon.\textsuperscript{7} We therefore attribute the amorphous regions to amorphous carbon. In Ref. 7, the ordered linear chains are attributed to a form of sp\textsuperscript{2} bonded graphite and the disordered regions to a random network of sp\textsuperscript{3} bonded carbon. Random networks of sp\textsuperscript{2} and sp\textsuperscript{3} bonded carbon atoms have been predicted to form in polycrystalline diamond films based on Raman spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{10} Approximately 20% of the diamond film surface was observed to consist of the amorphous regions described above.

Radial structures are also observed on the (100) surface at steps, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2(b). One would not expect to observe a reconstruction of the diamond (100) surface to have this geometric shape. After further analysis, it is found that the steps in Fig. 2(b) are approximately 6 atomic layers high (0.06 nm) and the radial structure is at a 20° angle to the (100) plane. This structure could therefore be a reconstruction of a plane 20° to the (100) plane.

Large area STM images of 0.5×0.5 µm\textsuperscript{2} show the surface of the film to be flat and epitaxial. We observe (100) planes with the same orientation stacked on one another and parallel to the substrate surface. The root-mean-squared roughness of a 3.4×3.4 µm\textsuperscript{2} area is measured to be 90 nm.

Figure 3(a) shows the Raman spectrum of the diamond substrate before film growth obtained using a laser line of 514.5 nm. The sp\textsuperscript{2} carbon signal from the bulk at 1579 cm\textsuperscript{-1} is slightly above the baseline of the spectrum showing that there is very little graphitic carbon. Figure 3(b) shows the Raman spectrum of the epitaxial film after growth on this substrate. The sp\textsuperscript{2} carbon signal at 1579 cm\textsuperscript{-1} has the same

![FIG. 1. (a) UHV STM atomic resolution image of a CVD grown epitaxial diamond (100) film. A (2×1) dimer surface reconstruction is observed. Clusters of particles with little or no apparent order are also observed on the right-hand side. (b) UHV STM image of dimer rows showing the individual dimers within the rows.](image1)

![FIG. 2. (a) UHV STM atomic resolution image of a region of the same film showing an amorphous region consisting of ordered linear chains, indicated by the arrows, surrounded by particles without any order. (b) STM image of a radial structure, indicated by the arrow, on a plane at an angle of 20° to the (100) plane.](image2)

![FIG. 3. (a) Raman spectrum of the diamond substrate before film growth. (b) Raman spectrum of the epitaxial film. (c) Raman spectrum of a polycrystalline film grown on Si. Inset shows the corresponding unexpanded Raman spectra.](image3)
I and positive sample voltages is proportional to the local conductance, $dI/dV$, versus voltage curve. The conductance for negative sample voltages shows that the surface of the epitaxial film is p type, consistent with previous measurements using Hall effect and other techniques. A new peak is observed in the conductance at +0.52 V, showing a surface state 0.52 eV above the Fermi level.

In summary, we have reported the first atomic resolution UHV STM images of a CVD grown epitaxial diamond (100) film. We showed direct evidence for dimerization of the diamond (100) surface, thus confirming the hypothesis that the (2×1) reconstruction is due to dimerization. We observed amorphous regions on the (2×1) dimer reconstructed surface that we identified as amorphous carbon. This observation is direct evidence for the formation of amorphous carbon regions on the diamond growth surface during epitaxial growth. We are currently studying the evolution of these amorphous regions during the growth process using UHV STM. Understanding the growth process at the atomic scale will be the key to producing high quality diamond films for a wide range of applications.
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